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Workshop Agenda

Workshop goals - Beth
Participant introductions - Beth
Group Activity 1: Best practices share and compare - Beth
What is visual thinking + examples - Beth
Group Activity 2: Identifying anthropology’s Greatest Hits - Gigi
The creative process - Gigi
Group Activity 3: Visual concepting - Gigi
Group Activity 4: Thumbnail sharing - Gigi



Why this workshop is important: 

· Anthropology has an image problem. The 
business community does not understand what 
we do.

· Anthropology is often defined by only what 
clients can see: ethnography.

· Clients are unclear of the difference between 
ethnography conducted by anthropologists vs. 
other social scientists.



Our challenge is to communicate that

· Anthropology is not just how 
we collect data, but how we 
analyze the data.

· The secret sauce to an 
anthropological analysis 
comes from our core 
concepts and theories. 



Objectives of our workshop:

To co-create theoretically inspired images to 
increase the understanding and demand for 
the application of anthropology to business 
problems. 

These images will 
--be used on social media, websites, capability 
presentations and back of napkins

---contribute to our “literature of practice”



Participant introductions: Share your story (in 60 seconds or less)

1. What is your name. 

2. Where are you based.

3. What is your current connection to 
business anthropology (independent 
consultant, academia, applied, 
practicing, scholar, practitioner, etc.)

4. First rock concert you ever 
attended.*Contact Info Sign in Sheet



Activity 1: 
Share and compare client communication “best practices”

How have you successfully communicated 
· the definition of anthropology?
· the value of anthropology?  
· the difference between anthropology and 

other research approaches?

· What is the most difficult aspect of 
anthropology to explain? 



What is visual communication? Examples:
Drawings

Photographs
Diagrams

Charts
Graphs
Tables 

Infographics
Collages 
Memes

Signs
Symbols

Flowcharts
Maps

Graphic Recordings

Sharing ideas and information through 
images, rather than words or numbers.

Evaluation is based on the level of 
comprehension of the receiver.



Examples:  Visual communication of theoretical concepts



Psychology’s Classic 
Triangle Image



Marketing’s classic mnemonic device





Anthropology’s Classic 
Visual Metaphor



Illustration of 
Capital and 

Holism



An illustration of 
contextual thinking



Illustrating Ethnography



Illustration of Grounded Theory





Riall Nolan’s Venn Diagram of 
Anthropology’s Professional Segments



Anthropology 
Infographic from 

AAA



Activity 2: Identifying Anthropology’s

Reflecting back on a previous client project, what theories or ideas from 
anthropology did you use to frame your analysis? Write the theory, a 
sentence description of the project and your name on a note card. One 
theory/project per card.

Good candidates for visual representation:

• Used previously to inform your research 
• Simple, but powerful explanations of anthropology
• Easily understood by business professionals
• Relevant to the current cultural environment



What is creativity?

To conceive a thing or idea that did not exist 
before.

Creativity is the combining two or more 
previously unconnected objects or ideas into 
something new.

Creativity is about making new and 
unexpected connections.

A + B = C



Concept ideas, not final 
executions…so we “concept.”

Explore big ideas, not final 
executions….so we “ideate.”

This exercise is not about drawing. 
It is about concepting and ideation.

The creative process





The magic of generating as many different ideas as possible. 

• The first ideas stay close to the 
familiar and what has been done 
before.

• Of all ideas that are generated, the 
second half are likely to be the best.

• Thumbnails drawings: The first drafts 
of visual concepts or ideas





• Pair up into teams of 3

• Teams based on interest in similar 
theories or ideas

• Each team concepts at least 10 
different ways to visually communicate 
your theory or idea

“How to Think Visually Handout”

Activity 3: Group brainstorming
Divergent Thinking





Teams share thumbnails sketches with larger 
group

Facilitators will help group find 
· common design themes
· ideas that can be combined with each 

other
· ideas that “have legs” for additional 

refinement and next steps
· “Consent to publish” with credit to 

creatives teams

Activity 4: Sharing of thumbnail ideas
Convergent Thinking


